
Date & Title: 1st August Goodwood 7f Vintage stakes 

4.25 Expert Eye, Mildenberger, Sallab, Seahenge, Zaman 

3.75 James Garfield,  

3.5  

3.25 Curiosity 

3  

2.75 Finsbury Park 

2.5  

2.25  

2 Cold Stare 1.75 Watheer 

Preview – Concentrating on the top 5 as I don’t think any of the others are good enough other than 

the unknown factor of Cold Stare who has a bad draw and a jockey who is 0/1 at Goodwood I am 

going to leave out Sallab who looked a bit quirky at Epsom and only just finished in front of some 

ordinary ones when winning.  

Zaman looks a lot better than I have him rated from the Coventry but has had enough runs. 

This leaves Seahenge, Expert Eye and Mildenberger. Seahenge looked a bit green fto and stats are 

against those with only one run on this difficult course so reluctantly discarded despite the 

Ryan/Aiden combo. 

Expert Eye fails the same test and although I under-rated him on the day I think he has been so 

talked up by the gallop watchers that I have to go with my ratings which have Mildenberger well 

clear. 

Prior race notes 

Expert Eye review – Another puzzling result on a day of very slow times. Both the first two looked to 

be carrying plenty of condition, as to be fair, did most. Very difficult to put a number on these 

without any sort of benchmark and I am worried that I am under-rating them 

Expert Eye – Medium, noted as fat although it may just be barrel chested but not really one to set 

the heart racing. Great ride from Ryan Moore as usual, won under h & h. 80 

James Garfield – Lost 5l at start and looks potentially the best horse. Interesting to see if Charlie 

Fellowes can bring him on. Bit rangier than the first two, longer but not taller. 76 

James Garfield – Powerfully built lad. Maybe needs 6f. 78 

Roland Rocks – Respectable performance for what looked just a nice 2yo frame. 78 



Finsbury Park – Lightly made 7f type I suppose. Very good ride from George Wood, in the right place 

at all times despite wide draw. 68 

Sallab – Yet another Hannon short of fitness for debut. Good looking type. Improve 78. 

Mildenberger – Big strong boisterous, typical Mark Johnston shape, longer body with less 

pronounced barrel to his chest, colty but not boiling over. 95 

Zaman – Good looking well made sort. 78 

Expert Eye review – No doubt this was a superb performance, my fears about under-rating his debut 

were fully realised. EE cruised through the race and swiftly drew clear when asked to quicken. I think 

the ground was closer to good to soft as the times were only ordinary and they finished very strung 

out. Seahenge under-performed. The way the rest were spaced out is hard to understand. 

Mildenberger’s behaviour compromised his chances and green-ness and the ground perhaps did the 

same for Seahenge. 

 

Expert Eye – Beautifully proportioned and clear now that although he was not fully tuned on debut 

he has a great heart space behind those ribs. 105 



 

Zaman – under-rated previously but still did not look 2nd best here. Looking at his picture in 

retrospect he has a very powerful back end, less chest and lung capacity. 90 



 

Mildenberger – Ruined his chances by constant coltiness and sweatiness. A proper boyo, looked big 

enough and fit enough and ran well under the circumstances. 95 if he can get a grip. 



 

James Garfield – Nicely made 80 

 



Seahenge – Hard to know what to make of this run, he looks a lovely big colt, tall, rangy and 

powerful. Looks like a group horse to my eye but did not run like one on this day. I am inclined to go 

90+ 

As for the rest, I have pretty much left them as I had them from my preview. I think there was 

nothing above listed class beyond the first 3 and Seahenge. 

 

Curiosity – Did not take the eye although looking very fit 78 



 

Roland Rocks – 78 



 

Finsbury Park 78 

 

Cold Stare Did not appeal as better class. 77 



 

Sallab  – Looked in great condition but saddle slipped. 78 

 


